Throughout the summer the Minnesota Twins are recognizing Beyond the Yellow Ribbon networks that support military members, veterans and their families.

What a truly fantastic recognition program they’ve developed. Three years ago the Minnesota Twins put our Beyond the Yellow Ribbon logo in their outfield and said ‘we want to thank the people who support military families.’ And they’re doing it.

Members of the Douglas County and city of Alexandria Yellow Ribbon network were recognized at one of the first chilly April ball games. Other networks followed, and will continue to follow them to the Twins home plate bi-monthly. Just prior to the game they are recognized for their unique contributions to our state wide Beyond the Yellow Ribbon effort.
Thanks to the Minnesota Twins and to the more than 200 Yellow Ribbon networks throughout our great state. It is only with your support that we are able to keep the Minnesota National Guard force - of nearly 14 thousand strong - a competent ready force.